
Cali will hold the second edition
of the Timbaland Concert with
the best of Cuban timba

Timbaland 2023

Bogota, June 8 (RHC) --The Colombian city of Cali is getting ready today to celebrate this Saturday and
Sunday, the second edition of the Timbaland Concert 2023, considered the biggest Cuban timba event in
the world.

In this party that will take place at the Arena Cañaveralejo, will participate 25 renowned artists of a genre
that conquered the world in the 1990s, and who will deliver on stage an amalgam of virtuosity where



percussion, metals and lyrics with a strong traditional value will be mixed.

The Timbaland Concert will combine the best of Cuban music: dance and culture, with live concerts
featuring traditional pieces and modern fusions.

According to the program, among the participants are Pedrito Calvo, NG la banda, Mayito Rivera, Paulito
FG y su élite, Maykel Blanco y su Salsa Mayor, José Pepito Gómez, Ángel Bonné, Bárbaro Fines y su
Mayimbe, Fresto, Calibre.

Also performing will be renowned artist Alexánder Abreu y Havana de primera, the Adalberto Álvarez
Orchestra, Ángel Yos, Charanga Habanera, Haila Mompié, Surcaribe, Barbarita, Calidad Plaza, Manolín,
el Médico de la Salsa, Son 21 and Amaray.

In addition to the concerts, the Arena Cañaveralejo will host collateral activities such as dance workshops,
art exhibitions and Cuban gastronomy, thus creating an enriching and complete experience.

The organizer of the event, Jaime Quinto Mayor, said he was delighted to bring Cuban Timba to Cali,
reported the newspaper Zona de Impacto.

"We want to provide an unforgettable experience to all attendees, where Cuban music and culture merge
in a festive atmosphere full of joy," said Quinto Mayor.

In addition to the renowned musicians of the Island, four national orchestras, which are part of the best
exponents of Cuban timba, will participate.

"Timbaland is the meeting of the horses, the union of the hall of justice, the place where all the
superheroes, the strongest and most enlightened men of music will arrive. It will be the place where we
are going to give the public, apart from a musical experience, something of that ancestral Cuban root,"
said Jaime Quintomayor.

The first edition of this festival took place in Cali, on June 11 of last year and left a pleasant taste in the
public of Valle del Cauca, lover and connoisseur of Cuban music.

https://www.radiohc.cu/en/noticias/cultura/324963-cali-will-hold-the-second-edition-of-the-timbaland-
concert-with-the-best-of-cuban-timba
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